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“The grocery retail world is quite competitive and
operators that can offer new products and services will
certainly stand out and get ahead of the competition."

– Andre Euphrasio, Research Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• Creating more attractive loyalty programs

Total Brazil grocery retailing sales grew 7% in 2015 and are estimated to reach R$532.9 billion in 2016
(9% growth year-over-year compared to 2015). Looking ahead, sales are forecast to reach R$805.6
billion by 2021.
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94% of Brazilians buy groceries at bakeries

Private labels have higher usage among older consumers

Everyday low pricing appeals

Consumers are planning before going shopping

Bakery is the most used retailer
Figure 27: Shopping at bakeries and independent small grocery stores, once a day or more, June 2016

Supermarkets/hypermarkets present high usage
Figure 28: Shopping at supermarkets and hypermarkets, any frequency, June 2016

Wholesalers are used by 71%
Figure 29: Shopping at wholesalers, any frequency, June 2016
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Subscription services can boost online sales

Personalized subscription service
Figure 30: Shopping at online stores, any frequency, June 2016
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Private labels are bought by 62% of shoppers

Despite lower prices, only 41% of DEs purchase private labels

Launch Activity and Innovation

The Consumer – What You Need to Know

Frequency of Shopping at Different Retailers

Private Labels
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Figure 33: Consumers who have bought private label products at supermarkets/hypermarkets in the past 12 months, by socioeconomic
group, June 2016

South-East presents the highest usage
Figure 34: Consumers who have bought private label products at supermarkets/hypermarkets in the past 12 months, by city, June
2016
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Grocery retailers can take the lead in recycling
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Consumers are planning before going shopping
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Environmentally friendly products are viewed favorably
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Online shopping should be simplified
Figure 40: Shopping behaviors, June 2016
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Appendix – Market Size and Forecast, Abbreviations, and Supporting Information
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